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Atmospheric Directorate

ABSTRACT

Clouds with supercooled liquid water constitute a significant aviation hazard because cf the
rate of climtb, and fuel efficiency
Icing reduces rate of lift,
icing.
of aircraft
potential risk
Indirectly, icina also exacts
speed, weichnt, and power requirerents.
while increasing drag, stalling
a penalty because on board icing detection/removal equipm nt may be required at the expense of otner
All of
launch/recovery or possible flight paths.
payload and because icing conditions may restrict
operaticns
these considerations can be of increased importance for unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV)
burden placed on
of some UAVs and because of the extra
because of the unique design features
Therefore, UAV operations will reqvire strong icing forecast. support and
autonomous contrml systems.
ibly
on the vehicles themselves.
High
remote icing detector system at the vehicle bases aid p
flying long endurance UAVs will be able to fly above icing levels but are at Special risk in
ascending/descending through icing layers due to the degradation icing causes to the highly optimized
wing shae
of such vehicles.
Lcw flying short endurance vehicles do not have sudi sensitive wing
shapes but may not be able to fly above all icing layers.
The high flyers may be able to
ascend/descend over their bases and thus require remote sensors only at the bases, whereas low flyers
may require on board sensors when they are out of base sensor ranye.
A brief overview of the icing
problem for UAVs will be
i ven along with proposed solutions and potential need,
including inprc.'ed
forecasting and reliable compact remote sensors.
1.

INTFUDULTION

One of the most obvious ways in which clouds impact DoD system and operations is through the
effects ef cloud induced icing on aircraft
performance and related warfare missions.
Due to -the
complex nature of the icing environment, the dependence of ice accretion on aircraft parameters, and
the dependence ot icing risk on flight profiles, the problem of coping with aviation icing is %.ery
difficuit to treat in an operational setting with the desired accuracy and timeliness.
Scre of the
unique features of UAVs, such as optimized air
foils
and increased dependence on autonomous systers,
further complicate the icing problem. Fortunately, recent improvements in the understanding of cloud
physics and ice accretion plus improved instrumentation promise some significant advances in the
attempt to minimize the effects of icing.
This paper begins with a brief
overview of the various '-AV
families, followed by a quick review of relevant icing characteristics and associated aerodyr.amic
consequences.
The coupling of icing properties and vehicle characteristics is undersc-red
in
a
conparis,.n of two different UAV systemrs.
Finally, general conclusions are drawn about the icing

problem for UAVs and possible strategies for coping with this hazard are indicated.
It is also
enphasized that the research community and UAV designers and users must cooperate together to ensure
that researchers understand operational needs and that users understand the parameters and extent of
the icing problem.
2.
2.1

CVERVIEW OF UAV FT*MILIES

VARIETY OF UAV VEfICLES AND MISSIONS

Th ere are a ,ide variety of UAV vehicle concepts and missions, as indicated in Table 1, t3ken
from the Master [I an (1989) of the Joint Program Office for UAVs.
The great range in operating

conditions and suppoirt personnel and resources will have a major impact on the level of icing severity
faced by a particular
UAV system and the appropriate resources available to reduce the icing Impact.
The overriding concern with respect to icing is to optimize mission capability.
Ideally this requires
environmental
information for vehicle designers,
incorporation of environmental
inputs into the
mission planner, and development of sensors and related algorithms.
It should be noted that some UAV

concepts

may

be of marginal

value unless

they can achieve all

their design

goals, which rmy

arbitious and often do not take environmental constraints into.consideration.
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TABLE I.

UAV FAMILIES

(FrOM MASTER PLAN, 1989)

SHORT

CLOSE

MEDIUM

(VALIDATED)
OPERATIONAL NEEDS

ENDURANCE

(VAUDATED)

RECONISURV.
TGT AGO. TGT SPOT

RECONSURV.
TGT AC.Q, TGT SPOT

PRE AND POST STRIKE
REC4N FOR PREDESIGNATED

RECO&4SURV.
COMMND

DISRUPTION

MET. NBC.

TGT. MET

CONTROL

LAUNCH AND RECOVERY

LANDrSEA

LAND/SEA

AIRtLANDSEA

LAN'1.SEA

RADIUS OF ACTION

TO 30 KM

TO 150 *k300 KM

TO 650 KM

TL 300 KM

SPEED

NOT SPECIFIED

DASH > 90
LOITER , 90

550 KT • 2n N' FT
.9 MACH • 20.000 FT

DASA1.O4TER

ENDURAfCE

1 TO 6HRS

8 TO 12 MRS

2 HRS

24 NRS TO DAYS

INrO TIMELINESS

NEAR REAL-TIME

NEAR REAL-TIME

NEAR REAL-TIMElRECORD

NEAR REAL-TIME

SENSOR TYPE

IMAGING. JAMMER

IMINT.COMMRELAY,
RADAR. SIGINT. MET
MASINT. DATA RELAY.

IMAGING

SIGINT. MET. COMM,
DATA RELAY, NBC.
IMAGING. MASINT

AND DECEPFlON

COCAAN &CONTROL
DISRUPTION & DECEPTION

TGT ACO. MET. NBC

JAM. TGT DFSIGNATE
AIR VEHICLE CONTROL

REMOTE &TETHERED

PREPROGRAMMED/
REMOTE

PREPROGRAMMEDIEMOTE

PREPROGRAMMEDi
REMOTE

GROUNC STATION

MANPACKED,

VEHICLE & SHIP.

JSIPS (PROCESSINGV

VEHICLE & SHIP.

IH1AAW

REMOTE

REMOTE CONTROL

DATA LINK

WORLD WIDE.AOWGOHIITrENSrTV

WORLD WIDFLOWHIGH INTENSITY

JSIPS INTEROPERABLE

WORLD WIDEIOWHIGH IeTEISTV

CE

2

MINIMUM

MINIMUM

TeD

2.2

:,,
=1

E2I'IF1M.EAL VUW2,ERABILITIES

BEecause UAVs are unmanned,
crew safety but mission suocess.

OF UAVS

the dominant concern with respect to environmental hazards is not
This will depend upon the envirornenta] effects on three factors: 1)

vehicle integrity and performance, 2) onboard sensor viability and 3) the autoncius system on board
the vehicle. Note that the last factor is unique to UAVs. One example of an environmental hazard is
icing. The icing problem has three ccarponents: 1) icing characteristics (which are a function of the
local physics and meteorology), 2) aerodynarnic effects

speed, and duration of

flight

(Mtuch are a

in icing conditions) and 3)

function of

vehicle operations

the airfoil,

mussion profile).
The last two ccxponents depend on the specific UAV and mission but
the first component accurately.
3.

.1

GENEERAL 00 1IENTS ON ICIN

The potential for
superecooled liquid water
in Fici. 1, adapted from
P )in in tne atmrosphere.
in sicziificant amounts.
in the lower atmosrhere.

means

vehicle

(which depend on

the

require knowing

REVIEW OF ATMDSPHERIC ICING PR)PERTIES

EWVIRNC)TENT

icing exists when there is an extended volume in the atrosphere containing
(SLW). Such an environment can come about in a variety of ways, as indicated
Westwater and Kropfli (1989).
Such situations ai:c . r-y co , cr, i., the first
Atxve that height the air is generally too cold ard too dry for SLW to exist
The main point for UAVs is that they can readily encounter icing conditions

Unfortunately, wbh'e it is clear that icing represents a definite aviation hazard, it is by no
easy to forecast.
It is a very complex phenomenon whose physics is not fully understood,

depending on a number of variables, many of

,tiich have highly nonlinear relationships.

Compounding

the problem is the fact that the usual observations use,2 in forecasting are widely separated in space
a ld time.
Worse, some of the most crucial parameters for forecasting, like liquid water, are not
routinely measured. As a consequence, icing forecasts have not been very good and tend to be on the
conservative side.
From the mission planning point of view, this results in inefficient use of the
available air space and restricted mission time. As a consequence, more accurate forecasts would be
highly desirable for UAV operations. This in turn requires a better understanding of the icing
phenr-nenon, bettcr !7-.,;crs .
;ik,sure its releviI
parar.ters,
and improved understanding nf the
depenience of ice aocretion on specific vehicle characteristics and performance.
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Figure I. Atnospheric processes prcducing aircraft icing conditions
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As delineated by Westwater and Kropfli (1989), icing potential depends upon a number of
liquid water content (LWC),
paramreters, the rrost inportant of which are outside air temperature (OAT),
The mrost dangerous OAT is usually between 0 and -10 deg C. Th-e higher
and droplet size distribution.
the SII.'usually the greater the icing severity, with values in excess of 0.1 01'm**3 considered
As for droplet size distribute-n, the larger droplets represent a disproporpotentially hazardous.
tionate share of the risk, with droplets having diamreters between 30 and 400 microns being the most
(fresm wa er and Kr
hazardous.
pf i,115)
other important icing paramreters include cloud phase mix, small scale turbulence, water vapor
flux, and cloud vertical rrotions. The relative amrounts of liquid or ice in a cloud can reduce or
Sl1 scale turbulence
enhance the icing potential and certainly complicate the forecasting problem.
Naturally, increased
seemse to affect ice occretion but in ways that are not fully understcood yet.
Within the cloud the larger
water vapor flux increases SLW and so it is a useful variable to know.
droplets tend to form where the vertical motions are must intense and sustaindi.

From

this

catdlogue

of

-riticzl

icing

parameters

it

is

obvious

why

it

.-

so

difficult

to

accurately predict icing hazards. W~st of the parameters of interest
are not even routinely measured.
aside from the problem of coarse spacing of observations widely separated in
time.
M-any of these
variables can change significantly in short distances and in small intervals of tine.
Clearly, more
cntiiucus
closer spaced observations,
including parameters not normally available, are required to
inprov.e icing forecasts. As will be mentioned in Section 6, this is beccming increasingly pssible

through the use of rerrote sensors and satellite data.
4.

EFFECTS OF ICING ON VEIUCE AERODYNAMICS

Tie effects of SLW on an aerial vehicle depend on three factors: 1) the aerodynamic shape of the
airplane structure, 2) the vehicle s true airspeed, and 3) the length of time the vehicle is in the
icing envirornent.
The principal aerodynamic consequences are a decrease in lift
and an increase in
drag. 7hus results in an increase in power required and stall speed but a decrease in speed marqin,
endurance, control, fuel efficiency and rate of climb.
The types of icing encountered are (in order
of decreasing frequency) rii , mixed, clear and frost.
irie inpact of icing type on aerodynamics
varies cIustderably, with c ar ice representing the mst'hazardous condiition,- fol-lo'ed by mixed,
rirm,
and thei frost.
Fiqure 2 (from Hansman, 1989) shos the effect of ice type on icing severity.
A siczufican; feature is that icinci severity can underjo sudden transitions with slight changes in LW
or temperature, which underscores part of the challenge in accurate ice forecasting.

Warm Temp.
"I-

Mixed

Cold Temp.

U)I)

Rime
Liquid Water Content
Figure 2.

Icing severity (from Hamsman,

1989).

A mundane example of how icing affects vehicle performance is in landing.
Icir"
esults in a
hidier stall speed, which means a higher landing speed.
In addition, vehicle control rroy be degraded.
Furtherrmore, the conditions leading to the icina could also result in a slippery runway.
AlI these
factors greatly increase the normal risk of landing a UAV.
5.
5.1

EFFECTS OF MISSION PROFILE ON ICING SEVERITY

GENERAL CGDMENTS

Because of the complex interplay of reteorolpgical, and physical parameters with aircraft
characteristics to produce icing on the aircraft structure, the actual flight profile and mission are
of crucial importance in determining the severity of icing. The altitude of flight, speed, rate of
clirmb, mission duration, etc. will all be important.
In this context it should be remembered that the
success of saoe UAV missions is very dependent on being able to fly certain profiles.
These preferred
profiles -my actually result in increased icing risk. It is important for system desicQners and
operators to understand these environmental constraints in order to make informed tradeoff studies for
their system's likelihood of success.
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Of course, deicing equipmient is available to free dircraft from accurulated ice ard can allow
be effective up to a certain point,
aircraft to operate in so,,e icing envirornments. Sui E,,uipment ca'..
but it also carries a penalty in weight, power required, increased system crcilexity, and incre1se']
sy;stem cost.
Without such deicing equipient aircraft rust a,.ogid areas where icing exists -r is
predicted.
ilus is the basic problem for UAVs because the lack of accurate forecasts tLu:.-S ity
Such
This cc. ranisc7 the chances of mission stic-Css.
restricts UAV flight profiles aad Lii-J.
linutations on UAV operational conditions seriously devalue these systems.
All this can r'es lt
without the UAV ever actually encountering icing.
Tus is an example of the "virtual" irrpa'ct i1u
can have on UAV cperations.
In
The mure obvious inlDact icing can have on UAV operations is ftotti actual icing encounters.
this case, as noted above, there can be a serious degradation of v-hicle performance, resulting in a
Presumably such an encounter would not be
diminished m4ssion capability or even mission failure.
lb avoid such catastrophic -oisequences
deliberate and would most likely result fra a poor forecast.
would require mre conservative forecasts, resulting in the virtual imlpact discussed above.
T'w points need- to be stressed.
First, vehicles that can't ascend or descend fast
cruise high enough- face increased risk of icing exposure,
Second, the icing problem iposes
burden for the autonomous systems of some UAVs. Such systems would be preprcgrarned
forecasted or krown hazards but would also have to rectcgnize unpredicted hazards and
corresponding action to take.

enough or
a special
to avoid
know whaL

Thc 4.,ortance of the UAV system/profile for determining the impact of icing will be illustrated
with examples of tw0o different types of UAV systems, a high altitude long endurance UN.' and a UAV with
cruise nussile-like perforrmance.
The resources available to support each system are critical in
determining what actions are feasible to protect the system from the hazard of icing.
5.2

HIGH ALTITUDE LONG ENDURANCE UAV

One concept for a UAV is for long range (several thousand nmi) extended surveillance (few dapi)
froa high altitudes (stratosphere). The critical design goal is endura-ce, and the mst iriportant
contributing factor is weicht. As a consequence, the desired vehicle must be very lii,, weight with
low power and a highly optimized laminar flow wing.
Such a vehicle could be very vulnerable to ice
accretion because of the resultant increase in drag and reduction in endurance and control. However,
there should be no icing problem at cruise or loiter altitudes, except for ice accumulated earlier,
because of the extreme coldness and dryness of the stratosphere.
The icing problem for such a vehicle
would exist on the ground or on takeoff/landing and ascent/descent due tc the low rate of clirmb.
Thus
what would normally be a fatal vulnerability to icing can be essentially
avoided through the
following measures.
Operations rrust have very good forecasting support. For such large ,c-,pley 1AVs this should not
be a problem if they are launched from well-equipped land bases with the usual array of weather
sensors and with access to model outputs and satellite imagery. (Sensor requirements will be discussed
in Section 6.) With the proper mix of remote sensors at the base, it should be possible to accurately
forec ast icing probability in the vicinity of the base. if the vehicle gains cruising altitude within
range of the base sensors, then reote sensor support should only be necessary in the vicinity of the
ba e. Cw'? the vehicle is safely above the icing levels it can cruise out to its rendezvous with a
Battle Group.
If the vehicle does not descend through any icing layers before it is in range of the
base remote sensors, then once again it should be able to minimize the icing danger. Great care should
be exercised in keeping the vehicle clear of ice before takeoff.
Note that if the vehicle has o
icing forecast support, then it iay not have to carry as large a reserve of fuel for landing,
resulting in increased endurance.
As an added precaution an on board deicer, such as the new
lightweight piezoelectric systems, might be used.
5.3

LOW ALTITUDE HIGH SPEED UAV

'us typ- of vehicle is rather like a non-lethal cruise missile with a range of a few hundred
kilometers and a duration of a few hours.
Because of the nature of its
mission and to avoid
detection, rruch of the time it will fly close to the ground or water, thereby increasing its icing
risk.
In fact, the icing problem may exist for mst of its flight profile. Consequently, sensors at
the launch site alone may rot be adequate for icing detection and forecasting for the entire flicht.
To be sure, numerical model output and satellite data can be used for flight planning out of range of
base sensors, but the lack of rore detailed data wculd again lead to the problem of conservati eI
forecasting. For this vehicle scme sort of on board sensor system, either in situ or rerote, for the
detection of icing conditions may be desirable.
This would in turn require corresponding autonoDrus
systems for dealing with the sensor data and making the desired decisions to avoid the icing
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In addition, an ont board deicing system may also be necessary. A worrisome point is
sit uaticn.
whether such UAV systems will have suppc t personnel or resources to provide the necessary
environmental data and decisions for adequate icing avoidance.
6.

PR)MSING DEVELC. METS

deveioprrnts in irprved
Fortunately for aviation safety there have been sunstantial Lecnti
understanding of icing microphysics and ice accretion and encouraging developments in instrumentation.
Furthermore, some large scale rrograms aimed at in-proving aviation icing forecasting and icing
These proqrams are primarily interested in air transport ard
technologn' are poised to begin soon.
general aviation safety, but there should be considerable benefits for UA%' systems also.
In cloud physics there is now a better understanding of critical parameters for the occurrence
This improved cloud physics
of icing, leading to improved requirements for the appropriate sensors.
understanding in turn has permitted improved aircraft ice accretion models, which, for example,
require very accurate droplet size data for validation of droplet trajectory codes. Inproved physics
urnerstandiriq also directly benefits icing forecasting by focusing on the meteorologically measurable
quantities that are tf mrost value in a forecast. The observations required for forecasting can now. be
done iore conti-niously and at better spatial resolution- through the use of satelliteg and local remote
The large numerical weather prediction codes are more accurate over longer forecast times
sensors.
of inproved r'-odel physics and dynamics and faster conputers with larger memories. Tactical
he ,-,,
decision aids have been developed for the rerote user to assess local environmental risks like icing.
Most of the above benefits assume the availability of some kind of advanced work station for
assimilating data and outside rnodel data for use in nowcasting and predictive services, like the PFCFS
support
As noted repeatedly above, the lack of :;3i
workstation or the Navy's TESS workstation.
seriously lowers the level of icing avoidance protection possible. Another point to stress is that to
get the full benefit of the improvements in icing forecasting and technology, the forecasts should be
aircraft specific for a given flight profile.
Figure 3 is taken from
The advances in sensor tcr-nolcgy hav_ been particularly impressive.
Westwater and Kropfli (1989) and shows.s the wide range of sensors that can contribute useful research
Not all the sensors would be useful in an operational
information for predicting aircraft effects.
hich is
setting, for example, the upard pointing airborne M4 radiometer. The main point, though.,
true for both research and operational needs, is that a suite of complementary instruments can act in
effect as a virtual -iing sensor. Oerational constraints would then determdne bc- much of the power
Clearly, high asset missions would
of such a virtu'al sensor would be available for mission support.
An interesting challenge for icing technologists would be to determine the
require irore such support.
Some
minimum suite of sensors required for support at a risk level that the UAV system can tolerate.
of the above instruments, for example some of the radars, may already be present at the launch sites.
An interesting possibility is whether or not the airborne M radiometer could be adapted to work in a
forward pointing mode, thus providing sore sort of on board remote icing sensing capability to a UAV.
7.

NEEDS AND REUIREENTS

As indicated above the useful information to have for icing forecasts are the spatial and
temporal distribution of SLW, tenperature and humidity profiles and trends, droplet size information,
ice/liquid phase distinction, horizontal wind field and convergence, horizontal and vertical vapor
flux. The broader needs and requirements, though, revolve around an improved interaction between
researchers and desicqner/operators. UAV systems designers need to understand operational constraints
imposed by icing conditions and what technology exists to help them minimize this problem. Researchers
need guidance from the UAV users on their priorities and the unique features of UAV systems and
missions. The research comanity can provide the forecasting, sensors and algorithms, while the users
This reciprocal awareness is highly
can provide the vehicle characteristics and mission profiles.
The guiding factors that will fioure in the
desirable for the success of operational UAV systems.
tradeoff studies of icing protection required will be a desired "all weather" capability for UAVs, the
importance of mission success, payload constraints, the absence of a pilot, conraunications
constraints, and limitations on personnel and resources.
8.

DNCUSICtNS

Aircraft icing is a definite hazard for UAVs, limiting- their performance in ways that depend
critically on the specific UAV and mission profile. There is a definite need to improve conventional
Recent advances in
forecasting and instrumentation to maximize the probability of mission success.
cloud physics understanding and instrumentation offer hope that such improvement is at hand. Tradeoff
studies n the level of icing protection required must include details of the specific UAV and
mission.
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